
Circular Motion
“And He looked about in a circle at those who sat about Him, 
and said, 'Here are My mother and My brothers!”  Mark 3:34  

 The same concepts and principles used to describe and explain the motion of objects that either 
move in circles or can be approximated to be moving in circles.

 Suppose that you were driving a car with the steering wheel turned in such a manner that your car 
followed the path of a perfect circle with a constant radius. And suppose that as you drove, your 
speedometer maintained a constant reading of 10 mi/hr. In such a situation as this, the motion of 
your car could be described as experiencing uniform circular motion. 
Uniform circular motion is the motion of an object in a circle with a constant or uniform speed.
An object moving in uniform circular motion would cover the same linear distance in each second of 
time. When moving in a circle, an object traverses a distance around the perimeter of the circle. So if 
your car were to move in a circle with a constant speed of 5 m/s, then the car would travel 5 meters 
along the perimeter of the circle in each second of time. The distance of one complete cycle around 
the perimeter of a circle is known as the circumference. With a uniform speed of 5 m/s, a car could 
make a complete cycle around a circle that had a circumference of 5 meters. At this uniform speed of 
5 m/s, each cycle around the 5-m circumference circle would require 1 second.

The circumference of any circle can be computed using from the radius according to the equation
Circumference = 2*Π*Radius

where Π = 3.14

Combining these two equations above will lead to a new equation relating the speed of an object 
moving in uniform circular motion to the radius of the circle and the time to make one cycle around 
the circle (period).

where R represents the radius of the circle and T represents the period. 

For instance, the equation suggests that for objects moving around circles of different radius in the 
same period, the object traversing the circle of larger radius must be
traveling with the greatest speed. To illustrate, consider a strand of
four LED lights positioned at various locations along the strand. The
strand is held at one end and spun rapidly in a circle. Each LED
light traverses a circle of different radius. Yet since they are
connected to the same wire, their period of rotation is the same.
Subsequently, the LEDs that are further from the center of the circle
are traveling faster in order to sweep out the circumference of the
larger circle in the same amount of time. If the room lights are turned
off, the LEDs created an arc that could be perceived to be longer for
those LEDs that were traveling faster - the LEDs with the greatest
radius. This is illustrated in the diagram at the right.
Objects moving in uniform circular motion will have a constant speed. But does this mean that they 
will have a constant velocity? Recall that speed and velocity refer to two distinctly different 
quantities. Speed is a scalar quantity and velocity is a vector quantity. Velocity, being a vector, has 
both a magnitude and a direction. The magnitude of the velocity vector is the instantaneous speed of 



the object. The direction of the velocity vector is directed in the same direction that the object 
moves. 
Since an object is moving in a circle, its direction is continuously changing. At one
moment, the object is moving northward such that the velocity vector is directed
northward. One quarter of a cycle later, the object would be moving eastward such
that the velocity vector is directed eastward. As the object rounds the circle, the
direction of the velocity vector is different than it was the instant before. So while
the magnitude of the velocity vector may be constant, the direction of the velocity
vector is changing. The best word that can be used to describe the direction of the
velocity vector is the word tangential. The direction of the velocity vector at any instant is in the 
direction of a tangent line drawn to the circle at the object's location. (A tangent line is a line that 
touches a circle at one point but does not intersect it.) The diagram at the right shows the direction 
of the velocity vector at four different points for an object moving in a clockwise direction around a 
circle. While the actual direction of the object (and thus, of the velocity vector) is changing, its 
direction is always tangent to the circle.
 
To summarize, an object moving in uniform circular motion is moving around the perimeter of the 
circle with a constant speed. While the speed of the object is constant, its velocity is changing. 
Velocity, being a vector, has a constant magnitude but a changing direction. The direction is always 
directed tangent to the circle and as the object turns the circle, the tangent line is always pointing in 
a new direction.

Check Your Understanding

Question:  A tube is been placed upon the table and shaped into a three-quarters
circle. A golf ball is pushed into the tube at one end at high speed. The ball rolls
through the tube and exits at the opposite end. Describe the path of the golf ball
as it exits the tube.

Answer:  The ball will move along a path which is tangent to the spiral at the
point where it exits the tube. At that point, the ball will no longer curve or spiral, but rather travel in 
a straight line in the tangential direction.


